This thesis explores how the Rapture fiction and popular prophecy of modern American premillennial dispensationalism shapes the eschatological beliefs of its readership. This will be accomplished through a text-based critical analysis of the anxiety narratives of the Bible study and exegetical guides of the Tim LaHaye Prophecy Library, and its counterpart, the Left Behind fiction series. This thesis represents the first scholarly analysis of the Tim LaHaye Prophecy Li...

It sets the stage for the highs and lows paralleled in the story to come—and boy, he wasn’t kidding. P.S. That quote above? All one sentence. Yeah, only someone like Dickens could pull that off. Where you’ve heard it. Hoo boy, where do we start? This is one of those phrases that you hear just about everywhere—especially when people want to describe a period of time in which they went through both positive and negative experiences. Or when they just want to sound pompous while pontificating. And just to prove it’s not only literature-minded people who use it, check out this artic It means it was a time of contradictions. The two cities referred to were London and Paris during the turmoil of the French Revolution. For the oppressed citizens of 18th-century France, the revolution’s proclamation of the rights of man was indeed a “spring of hope.” But for those of the ancient régime, or the outgoing political system, it was a “winter of despair,” leading to death and destruction. 46.3k Views · View 21 Upvoters. Related QuestionsMore Answers Below. What does the phrase “ahead of one’s time” mean? What is the meaning of the phrase “time tested friend”? I knew it was time to leave the church when a popular preacher claimed the AIDS epidemic was divine punishment for immorality, a la Last Days Mr. Pestilence Horseman of the Apocalypse. Priests rang the same alarm bells back in Shakespeare’s End Times. Antibiotics were born in the 1940s. Thanks to overuse of these wonder drugs, by the 1980s pathogens evolved that couldn’t be tamed by our all-powerful medicine. 40 years. In the whole of human history, our dominion over pathogens was the blink of an eye. We are not in control here. Here we are again, at the edge of some new yet familiar precipice.
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